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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Recently, the problem of reading motivation which is affected by technology 

used makes students less interest to read books. Regarding to that problem, in this 

chapter, the researcher presents background of the study, statement of problem, 

purpose of study, hypothesis of the research, significance of the study, scope and 

limitation of the study, and definition of key term as an introduction to lead the 

readers to understand this research. Each point is presented as below. 

1.1 Background of the study  

Reading is one of receptive skills where these skills depend on our sense 

to obtain the information similar to listening activity. Dash and Dash (2007) 

defined that "reading and listening are the receptive side of language work 

(p.36)”. They also said that receptive skill is the passive aspect of language 

learning. As the receptive and passive skills, it means that whether reading or 

listening is only receiving the information through our sense such as eyes and 

ears. In short, some researchers thought that receptive is easier than productive 

skills based on how the way to get the information. Thus, receptive skills are skills 

which rely on our sense to get the information such as reading and listening.  

Wigfield et al. (2004) state that reading ability involves confidence in 

language and comprehension skills (p.300). It shows that people need two main 

points in reading skill namely; language and comprehension skills. The first 

important point is language skill. Language skill is needed for student who learns 

language considering English as a foreign language. This skill is divided into four 

skills; reading, listening, speaking and writing. According to Dash and Dash, these 
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four skills can be understood as "the foundation on which language learning is 

built (2007)”. So that, every skill in language learning is important.  

The second important point is comprehension skill. Reading activity is 

about comprehending and catching the idea of the text which can enhance our 

knowledge. Comprehending the text means that we know what the text is about. 

Cole (2009) said that "comprehension skills include connecting to prior 

experiences, questioning, clarifying, and monitoring for meaning, making 

predictions, and interferences, summarizing, and visualizing text (p.45)”. Without 

knowing the meaning of the text, people will find some difficulties to read the text 

and get the idea. Therefore, reading comprehension is important to lead us 

understanding the text easily.  

Indeed, reading a book without those two main points above is impossible. 

It happens because those main points cover the entire thing that people need to 

read a book. Nonetheless, reading activity is not only talking about the need of 

language and comprehension skills, but we need something called motivation. 

Cambria and Guthrie (2010) argued that there are two sides of reading; skill and 

will (p.16). Side of skill is already discussed above and the other side is the will to 

read. In „will‟ side, it is about motivation to read. So, we do not only need skills, 

but we need a „will‟ to read a book.  

Talking about motivation in reading, a research posited that students‟ 

reading motivation, especially in Indonesia is low. A research survey from United 

Nation Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in 2012 

shows that reading interest in Indonesia is coming to 0,001 point which means 

there are one in a thousand people in Indonesia who is interested in reading 
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(LinggaPos, 2013). From the research data above, there are many factors why it 

might happen. One of the factors is the lack of motivation to read books. Low and 

high motivation depend on every single person where less or more of motivation 

will persuade us. In other word, motivation is as a mental power which comes 

from our inner and outer self. So, to anticipate the lack of reading interest in 

Indonesia, we have to know how to drive our motivation that leads us toward 

reading books continuously.  

“A motivation in reading appears in positive and negative form (Cambria 

& Guthrie, 2010)”. A positive form of motivation will lead us toward reading, but 

a negative form will drive students away from reading books. Because of 

technology development where students use gadget every day, some students‟ 

motivation change into negative form and push them away from reading books. 

“A literacy survey posited that almost all (97%) students had access to electronic 

devices”. That survey also showed that “68.7% students like reading on screen 

than on paper (Picton, 2014)”. It means that almost all students had gadget and 

more likely to read from gadget than books. Regarding this case, the use of gadget 

gives negative impact toward their motivation to read books, especially academic 

books.  

From the explanation above, anxious about the use of technology which 

may influence the motivation of students in reading books, the researcher 

examines the correlation between students‟ reading motivation and technology use 

in reading books, especially academic books that is already left by student. The 

researcher chooses to observe university students because they are extremely 

required to read a lot of books as additional information that students obtain from 
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their lecturers. Besides, almost all of students use gadget such as cell phone, tablet 

PC, and laptop in learning activities and unfortunately the negative effects of the 

technology used plays major role in their reading habits. 

1.2 Statement of Problem 

Dealing with the problem stated in the background of study, the researcher 

is trying to prove the fact above through a research question. The research 

question is arranged in the statement of problem as below. 

Does the existence of technology hinder the English Language Education 

Departments‟ student at UMM to read printed version of academic books? 

 

1.3 Purpose of Study 

In relation with the problem above, the researcher explain the purpose of 

this study is to identify whether or not the existence of technology hinders the 

English Language Education Departments‟ student at University of 

Muhammadiyah Malang to read printed version of academic books. 

1.4 Hypothesis 

1. Null hypothesis (Ho): Students‟ reading motivation does not correlate with 

the existence of technology provided in reading academic books of English 

Language Education Department students‟ at UMM. 

2. Alternative hypothesis (Hi): Students‟ reading motivation does correlate with 

the existence of technology provided in reading academic books of English 

Language Education Department students‟ at UMM. 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

Answering the readers‟ need through this research, the researcher expects 

that this research will give some benefits for students, teachers and also the 

readers. Theoretically, the researcher hopes that this research will give 
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contribution; first, in developing knowledge as reference to support the theory 

which already exist in the field of this study. Then, the second is to expanding the 

students thought about reading motivation. So, this research is expected to give 

further information for readers to develop their knowledge.  

Besides, in practically, the researcher hopes that this research; first, can 

informing the teachers as consideration in teaching learning process. So, the 

teacher can decide the best way how to face students with lack of interest in 

reading books. Last but not least, is to manage the students‟ habit in using 

technology, gadget wisely. Through this research, students will learn how to 

control their self in using gadget while teachers will learn how to improve 

students‟ motivation in reading books.  

1.6 Scope and Limitation of the Study 

The scope of this present study is the correlation between students‟ 

reading motivation and technology use in reading academic books. Then, the 

limitation of this research is the English Language Education Department 

students‟ in University of Muhammadiyah Malang who uses the technology in 

their daily life, such as mobile phone, laptop, and tablet PC in learning activities. 

The researcher chooses a hundred students from more than thousand students to 

become the respondent of this present study. 

1.7 Definition of Key Terms 

 In order to avoid some mistakes in understanding the terms used in the 

present research, the researcher gives some key terms of the definition, as below: 

Motivation : It is all behavior represents an attempt to adapt to the 

environment (Franken, 2007). 
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Gadget  : Gadget or electronic device is a small device or machine 

with a particular purpose such as computers, tablets, and 

phones (University, 2008) & (Picton, 2014). 

Academic book : A book which relating to schools, colleges and universities 

or connected with studying and thinking, not with 

practical skills. 

After the researcher explained some points about the basic information on 

the present study, chapter two will discuss some theoretical overview about what 

reading is, process of reading, motivation, motivation in reading activity, 

technology, and technology use dealing with this research. 

 

 


